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AGREEMENT
Between the
SUPERINTENDENT
WHEATLAND-CHILI CENTRAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT
and the
WHEATLAND-CHILI
FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
2005-2008

86 teachers covered

Narrative
1.

Date:_________

Staff member's signature

I agree/disagree with the statement above
Date:_________

Administrator's signature_

Wheatland-Chili Central Schools
Goal Setting
P r o f e s s i o n a l D evelopm ent Plan

Staff Member:
F o c u s A r e a ( s ) Check all that apply for these goals

□ Planning and Preparation
•
•
•
•
•
•

□
•
•
•
•
•
•

□
•
•
•
•
•

□
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrates current knowledge of content and curriculum
Demonstrates current knowledge of instructional practice
Selects appropriate instructional goals
Demonstrates an understanding of student learning differences
Designs meaningful and relevant student work
Demonstrates knowledge and use of resources

Work/Environment
Creates an environment of respect and rapport
Establishes a culture for learning
Demonstrates high expectations for the learning of all students
Manages classroom and workplace procedures and resources
Manages student behaviors
Organizes and maintains physical space.

Delivery of Instruction or Services
Communicates clearly and accurately
Uses a variety of instructional techniques
Actively engages students in learning
Assesses student work and provides continuous feedback
Monitors and adjusts instruction

Professional Responsibilities
Assesses job performance
Maintains accurate records
Communicates effectively with staff, families and community
Contributes to school and district
Demonstrates professional growth

• Conducts self in a professional manner
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v.

THIS AGREEMENT entered into this 13th day of December, 2005, by and between the Superintendent,
Wheatland-Chili Central School District, hereinafter called the “District,” and the Wheatland-Chili Federation of
Teachers, hereinafter called the “Federation.”
ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION
A. The Wheatland-Chili Central School Board of Education, having determined that the Wheatland-Chili
Federation of Teachers is supported by a majority of teachers in a unit composed of all professional, regularly
employed certified personnel except the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent for Business, Director of
Pupil Personnel Services, Building Principals, Assistants to the Principal, Dean of Students, and substitute
teachers, has recognized the Wheatland-Chili Federation of Teachers as the exclusive negotiating agent within
the terms of the law for the teachers in such unit, and will grant unchallenged representation to it for the
maximum period permitted by law.
B. Affirmation of No-Strike - Pursuant to the provisions of Subdivision 3(b) of Section 207 of the Civil Service
Law, known as the “Public Employees’ Fair Employment Act,” the Wheatland-Chili Federation of Teachers
does hereby affirm that:
1. It does not assert the right to strike against any government, to assist or participate in any such strike, or
to impose an obligation to conduct, assist, or participate in such a strike.
2. This affirmation has been duly authorized by the Executive Committee or Board of the Wheatland-Chili
Federation of Teachers.
ARTICLE II - PRINCIPLES
A. Attaining Objectives - Attainment of objectives of the educational program of the District requires mutual
understanding and cooperation among the Board of Education, the superintendent and his/her staff, and the
professional teaching personnel. To this end, free and open exchange of views is desirable and necessary,
with all parties participating in deliberations leading to the determination of matters of mutual concern.
B. Professional Teaching Personnel - It is recognized that teaching is a profession requiring specialized
educational qualifications and that the success of the educational program in the District depends upon the
maximum utilization of the abilities of teachers who are reasonably well satisfied with the conditions under
which their services are rendered.
ARTICLE m - NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES
A. It is contemplated that terms and conditions of employment provided through this agreement shall remain in
effect until altered by mutual agreement in writing between the parties. Nevertheless because of the special
nature of the public educational process, it is likewise recognized that matters may from time to time arise of
vital mutual concern to the parties which have not been fully or adequately negotiated between them. It is in
the public interest that the opportunity for mutual discussion of such matters be provided. The parties
accordingly agree to cooperate in arranging meetings, selecting representatives for discussion, furnishing
necessary information, and otherwise constructively considering and resolving such matters.
Facts and Views - All reports and announcements emanating from the negotiations which may be issued to
parties outside of the Federation and the District shall be issued only after consultation by both parties.
Proposals - It is agreed that the District and the Federation will simultaneously exchange proposals at a
mutually agreed upon time.
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ARTICLE IV - FAIR DISMISSAL
A. No unit member shall be dismissed or disciplined except for just cause as provided in this Article.
B. Unit members with more than two years and one day service.
1. If the District is considering the dismissal of the unit member for reasons of classroom performance, the
unit member, immediate supervisor, Federation representative designated by the unit member, and
superintendent or designee shall meet to discuss improving the unit member’s performance in order to
continue employment. The unit member shall be provided no less than 80 days to improve that
performance.
2. If the District is considering the dismissal of the unit member for reasons other than classroom
performance, the unit member, immediate supervisor, Federation representative designated by the Unit
member, and superintendent or designee shall meet to discuss the reasons for considering dismissal. This
meeting will take place at least seven (7) days prior to the superintendent’s recommendation.
3. Following the actions in “B .l.” or “B.2.” and if the superintendent determines that a recommendation of
dismissal is appropriate, the unit member shall be notified of the specific reasons for the recommendation
of dismissal, with a copy to the Federation President. Within ten (10) days of receipt of this
recommendation, a non-tenured unit member may request submission to arbitration pursuant to Article
XIII, Stage 4, herein, provided that the reasons for denial of tenure at the completion of the probationary
term shall not be subject to arbitration. Within ten(10) days of receipt of this recommendation a tenured
unit member shall select either submission to arbitration pursuant to Article XIII, Stage 4 or to the
procedures of Education Law Section 3020-a.
4.

This procedure is the sole and exclusive method for the discipline or dismissal of such unit members.

C. Unit members with less than two years and one day service.
In the event that the Superintendent recommends to the Board dismissal of such unit members, the unit
member may, within ten (10) school days of receipt of the recommendation, request an appeal to the Board by
delivery of a written request for such appeal to the Clerk of the Board. The appeal will be heard in executive
session within ten (10) school days of the teacher’s request or the Board may designate one or two members
to hear the appeal. Presentation of the appeal by the teacher and/or Federation representative(s) shall be
followed by a presentation by the Superintendent and/or Superintendent's representative. Within five (5)
school days of the appeal, the Board will render its written decision, and may dismiss or retain the unit
member or impose a lesser penalty. The Board’s decision is not subject to Article XIII, Stage 4, herein. This
procedure shall be in lieu of Section 3031 of the Education Law.
D. Any suspension pending arbitration will be with pay unless otherwise permitted under Education Law.
ARTICLE V - CONFIDENTIALITY OR PERSONNEL DISCUSSIONS
A. Every effort will be made in insuring that all discussions of the conduct, performance, and/or employment
status of unit members engaged in by the administrative staff and/or Board of Education shall be conducted in
a private and confidential manner and shall not be conducted in such a manner as to unjustly damage the
professional standing of any unit members.
B. Prior to the administrative staff formally discussing with the Board of Education the conduct or performance
of a unit member wherein action is desired, the administrative staff will so notify the unit member and assure
that the unit member has an opportunity to present appropriate information to the superintendent for his/her
review.
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C. In the event the administrative staff decides, after the above review, to formally discuss with the Board of
Education the conduct or performance of a unit member, or if a Board member initiates such discussion
without administrative action, the unit member will be advised of such meeting and allowed to attend such
meeting for the purpose of presenting to the Board of Education appropriate information prior to the Board's
taking action.
D. Discussions regarding the conduct, performance, and/or employment status of unit members shall be treated
in a confidential manner and will be conducted by district administrative staff and/or elected members of the
Board of Education.
It is the intent of the parties that matters relating to the conduct, performance, and/or employment status of
unit members shall not be discussed in the presence of any member of the student body of the WheatlandChili Central School District. This is to include any members of the student body who serve by appointment
or by election as student representatives on the Board of Education.
ARTICLE VI - SENIORITY, PROMOTION, TRANSFER
A. Seniority
1. Seniority shall be computed from the most recent date of hire in the district in a position contained within
the definition of the Unit (Article I).
2.

Seniority shall accumulate only while the teacher is a member of the bargaining unit. Seniority shall not
be allowed to accumulate while a unit member is on a personal leave of absence or a child rearing leave.
Unit members who are not accumulating seniority because they are on a personal or child rearing leave
shall have their seniority frozen from the date the leave commenced until they return to active
employment in the District. Teachers shall be allowed to accumulate seniority on all other types of leaves
as provided in Article X of this agreement.

3.

Seniority shall be broken for any of the following:
a. Discharge
b. Resignation
c. Failure to return from leave of absence
d. At the expiration of seven (7) years from date of layoff

B. Promotions and Transfers
1. All unit members shall receive written notice (placed in staff mailboxes) of all position openings at least
ten (10) days prior to the time the Board acts to permanently fill such position(s). In the event positions
become open during the summer, notification will be made by mailing to the address of teachers on file at
the close of the school year.
2. Interested applicants must apply in writing within ten (10) calendar days from the date of notice of
position opening.
3. In all cases of promotion and transfers, qualifications of applicants shall be the primary factor in selection.
Where qualifications are equal, the most senior teacher who has applied will be selected.
4. The provisions of this Article apply only to promotion and transfer within the bargaining unit.
C. Layoff and Recall
1. Layoff shall mean a reduction in force.
2. All layoffs shall be made within the tenure of the position abolished.
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3. Layoffs shall be made in the following order. The services of the teacher having the least seniority in the
system within the tenure of the position abolished shall be discontinued.
4.

Recall
a.

Teachers shall be recalled to a position in which they are certified. Recall shall be by seniority, in
accordance with Chapter 2510 of the Education Law.
b. Notice of recall shall be sent to the teacher’s last known address by registered mail.
c. Failure of the recalled teacher to respond in writing by registered letter within fourteen (14) calendar
days from date letter of recall was received or failure to return to work on the date agreed, shall
constitute resignation from the District.
d. Letter of recall from the District shall instruct the teacher being recalled that response must be in
writing by registered mail.
5. The period of time on layoff status shall not be credited toward completion of the probationary period.
D. Involuntary Transfer
Involuntary transfer will be primarily based on qualifications. Where qualifications are equal, the least senior
teacher will be transferred.
E. On a per case basis and where circumstances such as where educational consideration is paramount, these
procedures may be waived by mutual agreement of the district and the Federation.
ARTICLE V n - EFFECT ON FUTURE CHANGES
Before the Board adopts a change in policy which affects wages, hours, or any other condition of employment
which is not covered by the terms of this agreement and which has not been proposed by the Federation, the
Board will notify the Federation in writing that it is considering such a change. The Federation president and two
other Federation representatives shall meet with the superintendent for the purpose of fully discussing and
understanding such a change and resolving any differences. Should any differences remain; the Federation will
have the right to meet with the Board to resolve these differences, provided it makes a request within ten (10)
school days after the meeting with the superintendent. When the differences are resolved, the Board and the
Federation agree to assist in the implementation of the change.
ARTICLE Y in - COMPENSATION
A. Salary
1. Unit members shall be paid in accordance with the salary schedules set forth as Appendix A.
2. Part-time unit members employed on a .5 or more basis who remain employed in the following school
year in part-time service will be moved one step on the salary schedule.
3. Part-time unit members who are first appointed to a full-time probationary appointment immediately
following their part-time service shall receive pro-rated credit for the part-time service, rounded off to the
nearest whole step, for salary step placement.
4.

Teachers will have the opportunity to select a 21 or 20/6 salary plan.

5. Remuneration will occur biweekly on a schedule established by working backward from the close of the
school year and will include a first pay within the first two weeks of the school year.
6.

Staff members shall be permitted to substitute for an absent teacher on a voluntary basis and at the
discretion of the building principal in the area of their certification or competency at the rate of $25.
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7. If at the expiration of the contract on June 30, 2008, no successor agreement has been concluded, unit
members will forego one half of their respective increments for the subsequent year. For its part, the
District will pick up the unit member's share of his/her health and a dental premium payment until the
new contract is ratified by both parties. If the new contract is ratified by both parties by December 31,
2008, the District will be entitled immediately to recover the unit member's share of premiums. If the
negotiations extend beyond that date, all premiums will still be recoverable, but on a schedule spread over
a period of time equal to that which will have elapsed since June 30, 2008. The same formula applies if
the unsettled contract goes into yet another year.
B. Graduate Tuition Reimbursement
1. Within thirty (30) school days of filing a properly verified claim unit members shall be reimbursed for
tuition expenses. The verified claim must be filed with the District within thirty (30) school days of the
unit member’s receipt of notification of successful completion of the graduate course. The claim for
reimbursement shall not exceed six (6) credit hours in any one year and shall be limited to sixty (60)
graduate hours beyond a bachelors degree at a rate not exceeding the amount charged by Nazareth
College for graduate course tuition on a credit hour basis or twelve (12) credit hours in any one year not
to exceed the amount charged by SUNY for graduate course tuition on a credit hour basis. Graduate
hours up to sixty (60) hours must be taken in a recognized educational institution.
2. Tuition vouchers will be used if available. The cooperating teacher will have first refusal.
3.

A joint committee of equal representation from the district and the Federation will establish a process(es)
for the timely submission of claims for, and payment of, stipends for coaching, clubs, and advisors

C. Inservice Hours
1. Unit members who participate in any in-service course offered by the District, other than a personal
interest course, shall be compensated at the rate of $20.80/hour for 2005-06, $21.60/hour for 2006-07, and
$22.50/hour for 2007-08.
Such in-service course may be offered through BOCES under cooperative service (COSER)
arrangements, other training providers, and/or the Wheatland-Chili Teacher Center.
For each school year that the District agrees to serve as the LEA for the Wheatland-Chili Teacher Center
by signing the grant proposal and the New York State awards the grant, the District will authorize
$15,000 annually, if claimed by voucher, for in-service courses to be taken through the Wheatland-Chili
Teacher Center. The District shall notify the Teacher Center Policy Board prior to June 30 of each school
year of its in-service priorities for the subsequent school year. The Teacher Center Policy Board will
determine the Teacher Center's in-service offerings and identify any that are personal interest in nature
and therefore ineligible for compensation.
D. Summer Employment
The daily rate of 1/200 of the salary schedule in effect shall be paid, providing the assignment is within
the teacher’s normal duties or regularly assigned professional responsibilities. A teacher performing
curriculum development work during the summer shall be paid at the rate of $25/hour for 2005-06, $26/hour
for 2006-07, and $27/hour for 2007-08.
E. CSE Summer Meetings
Unit members attending a CSE meeting during the summer shall be paid at the rate of $25/hour for 2005-06,
$26/hour for 2006-07, and $27/hour for 2007-08 (minimum 2 hours).
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F. Coaching and Extra Curriculum Compensation
1. Athletic Director. The Athletic Director shall be compensated on the appropriate step of the Curriculum
Leader schedule per year for this position and shall have one period of release time per day to accomplish
these duties.
2.

Staff members appointed by the Board of Education to the following coaching positions shall be
compensated on a ten(10) step schedule (base plus nine(9) increments) given the following base for each
year and increment:
Increment
Base 2005-06
Base 2006-07
Base 2007-08
Cost
Activity
Baseball, Jr. Varsity
2,273
2,364
2,459
50
Baseball, Varsity
2,820
2,933
3,050
50
Basketball(B), Jr. High
1,695
1,834
50
1,763
Basketball(B), Jr. Varsity
4,177
3,862
4,016
50
Basketball(B), Varsity
4,701
4,889
5,085
100
Basketball(G), Jr. High
1,695
1,834
1,763
50
Basketball(G), Jr. Varsity
4,177
3,862
4,016
50
Basketball(G), Varsity
4,701
4,889
100
5,085
Cheerleading, Jr. Varsity
1,772
1,843
1,917
50
Cheerleading, Varsity
2,156
2,242
2,332
50
Cross Country, Jr. High
1,695
1,834
1,763
50
Cross Country(B), Varsity
2,820
2,933
50
3,050
Cross Country (G), Varsity
2,820
3,050
2,933
50
Golf
2,820
2,933
3,050
50
Soccer(B), Jr. High
1,695
1,763
1,834
50
Soccer(B), Jr. Varsity
2,364
2,459
2,273
50
Soccer(B) Assistant
2,364
2,273
2,459
50
Soccer(B), Varsity
2,820
2,933
3,050
50
Soccer(G), Jr. High
1,695
1,834
1,763
50
Soccer(G), Jr. Varsity
2,364
2,273
2,459
50
Soccer(G) Assistant
2,364
2,273
2,459
50
Soccer(G), Varsity
2,820
2,933
3,050
50
Softball, Jr. High
1,695
1,763
1,834
50
Softball, Jr. Varsity
2,273
2,364
50
2,459
Softball, Varsity
2,820
50
2,933
3,050
Swimming, Jr. High
1,834
1,695
1,763
50
Swimming Assistant, Jr. High
1,162
1,208
1,256
50
Swimming, Jr. Varsity
3,862
4,016
4,177
50
Swimming, Varsity
4,701
4,889
5,085
100
Tennis, Jr. High
1,695
1,834
1,763
50
Tennis, Jr. Varsity
2,273
2,364
2,459
50
Tennis, Varsity
2,820
2,933
3,050
50
Track, Jr. High
1,695
1,763
1,834
50
Track(B), Varsity
2,820
2,933
3,050
50
Track(G), Varsity
2,820
2,933
3,050
50
Volleyball, Jr. High
1,695
1,834
1,763
50
Volleyball, Jr. Varsity
2,364
50
2,273
2,459
Volleyball, Varsity
2,820
3,050
2,933
50
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The stipend for any new coaching position will be mutually agreed upon by a committee of two
representatives of the district and two representatives of the Association.
3.

Staff members appointed by the Board of Education to the following activity advisory positions shall be
compensated on a five (5) step schedule (base plus four (4) increments) given the following base (for each
year) and increment:

Activity
Academic Bowl, Junior High
Art Club
Bicycle Club/Archery
Bookstore, Elementary
Bookstore, Junior High
Bookstore, Senior High
Class Advisors:
9th
10th
11th
12th
Chemical Hygiene Officer
Drama, Elementary
Drama, Junior High
Drama, Senior High
Essence
Environmental Club, Elementary
Future Business Leaders of America
Interact Club
International Club, Junior High
International Club, Senior High
Jazz Band Instructor, Senior High
Marching Band
Masterminds, Junior Varsity
Masterminds, Varsity
Model U.N. Club
Musical Director, Elementary
Assistant Musical Director
Technical Director
Musical Director, Junior High
Assistant Musical Director
Technical Director
Musical Director, Senior High
Assistant Musical Director
Technical Director, Senior High
Musical Rehearsal Accompanist
Musical Choreographer
National Honor Society, Junior High
National Honor Society
Newspaper, Junior High
Newspaper, Senior High
Odyssey of the Mind, Elementary
Pit Band Director, Senior High
SADD Club

Base 2005-06
$980
1,472
1018
828
828
828

Base 2006-07
$1,019
1,531
1059
861
861
861

Base 2007-08
$1,060
1,592
1,101
895
895
895

Increment
Cost
$50
50
50
50
50
50

1,225
1,225
1,603
1,762
701
1,924
924
2,377
1,472
1,472
1,472
1,472
1,472
1,472
1,248
2,491
1,210
1,472
1,472
2,377
1,383
1,383
2,377
1,383
1,383
2,377
1,383
1,383
1,040
1,248
905
905
1,584
1,584
1,472
1,248
1,472

1,274
1,274
1,667
1,832
729
2,001
961
2,472
1,531
1,531
1,531
1,531
1,531
1,531
1,298
2,591
1,258
1,531
1,531
2,472
1,438
1,438
2,472
1,438
1,438
2,472
1,438
1,438
1,082
1,298
941
941
1,647
1,647
1,531
1,298
1,531

1,325
1,325
1,734
1,905
758
2,081
999
2,571
1,592
1,592
1,592
1,592
1,592
1,592
1,350
2,695
1,308
1,592
1,592
2,571
1,496
1,496
2,571
1,496
1,496
2,571
1,496
1,496
1,125
1,350
979
979
1,713
1,713
1,592
1,350
1,592

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
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Safety Patrol, Elementary
Science Club
Ski Club, Junior High
Ski Club, Senior High
Student Council, Elementary
Student Council, Junior High
Student Council, Senior High
Theater Club, Junior High
Ultimate Frisbee
Weight Room
Yearbook
Youth-to-Youth, Junior High

1,472
1,225
1018
1018
1,472
1,472
1,924
1,472
1,018
1,225
3,135
1,472

1,531
1,274
1059
1059
1,531
1,531
2,001
1,531
1,059
1,274
3,260
1,531

1,592
1,325
1,101
1,101
1,592
1,592
2,081
1,592
1,101
1,325
3,390
1,592

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

The stipend for any new activity will be mutually agreed upon by a committee of two representatives of
the District and two representatives of the Federation.
The District and Federation agree to jointly promote unit member sponsorship of inter-scholastic sports,
clubs, activities, and intramurals.
Staff members appointed by the Board of Education to supervise the following intramural activities shall
be compensated at the rates indicated:
Activity
Archery
Basketball (Sr. High Boys)
Flag Football
Volleyball (Sr. High Coed)
Fall Elementary - 2 positions
Winter Elementary - 2 positions
Spring Elementary - 2 positions

Estimated Meetings
2005-06
15 3/week
$1,020
20 2/week
1,360
12 2/week
816
20 2/week
1,360
15 2/week 1,020/position
15 2/week 1,020/position
15 2/week 1,020/position

2006-07
$1,050
1,400
840
1,400
1,050/position
1,050/position
1,050/position

2007-08
$1,095
1,460
876
1,460
1,095/position
1,095/position
1,095/position

$68/session

$70/session

$73/session

Per Session Rate

Other intramural activities authorized by the district shall be compensated at a rate comparable to those
listed above. Further, the above activities, if changed in duration, shall have their rates adjusted
appropriately.
6. All sports schedules and school activities scheduled in the evenings, weekends, or off school grounds
shall be approved in advance by the Board of Education or their designated representative. There shall be
a faculty committee to meet with the High School Principal concerning chaperone assignment in order to
maintain adequate enforcement of the student code of conduct.
Chaperones assigned to these approved events shall receive $64.50 in 2005-06, $67.00 in 2006-07, and
$69.75 in 2007-08 for home or away events upon the receipt of an approved claim voucher.
G. Career Increment
1. Teachers in their twentieth year of teaching and who have taught fifteen years at Wheatland-Chili will
receive a career increment as follows: 2005-06: $1,441 2006-07: $1,499
2007-08: $1,559
Teachers in their twenty-fifth year of teaching who have taught fifteen years at Wheatland-Chili will
receive a career increment as follows: 2005-06: $2,203 2006-07: $2,291
2007-08: $2,383
Teachers in their thirtieth year of teaching who have taught fifteen years at Wheatland-Chili will
receive a career increment as follows: 2005-06: $2,900 2006-07: $3,016
2007-08: $3,137
2. Retirement Incentive
A.

Retirement Incentive - Sick Leave
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Unit members who retire from the Wheat] and-Chili Central School District and who meet the
conditions outlined below will be eligible for a payment of $40 per day for all unused accumulated
paid sick days. In no event will this amount exceed $7,500. The conditions are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Twenty (20) years of credited service with the New York State Teachers’ Retirement System
Minimum of fifteen (15) years of employment in the District
Full-time employee
Letter of resignation must be filed by February 1st of the school year in which the unit member
will retire
The unit member has not elected the retirement incentive benefit under Article VIH(G)(2)(B)

This incentive payment shall be paid in a single check to the employee no later than 30 days after the
effective date of his/her retirement.
B. Retirement Incentive/Extended Service Incentive
To be eligible the teacher must apply for the special summer assignment for senior staff and submit a
resignation no later than March 1 in the year immediately preceding his/her final year of service. The
final year of service for purposes of this section is defined as the school fiscal year (July 1 to June 30
or the summer immediately following) in which the teacher with at least 20 years of teaching service
is first eligible to retire under NYSTRS. A teacher who will meet the eligibility criteria for retirement
on or before August 31st shall be eligible to retire at the end of the immediately preceding school
semester, June 30th. The resignation must be effective on June 30 of the final year of service. Any
teacher who fails to apply for the special summer assignment for senior staff on or before March 1
preceding his/her final year of service as defined above shall thereafter be ineligible for both the
special summer assignment for senior staff and the extended service incentive.
Each eligible teacher who applies for the special summer assignment will be assigned and perform
one month (20 days) of professional service during the months of July and August preceding the final
year of service. The teacher will choose one of the following options as compensation for this
assignment:
a. A 10% adjustment to his/her salary for the remainder of the year immediately preceding the final
year of service and shall be eligible for the special summer assignment. This 10% salary adjustment
shall be based on the annual contract salary of the teacher and shall be applied to the remaining pays
from March 1 through June 30 of the year in which the teacher submits the resignation.
Should the retirement plans of the teacher submitting his/her resignation change at any point up to
June 30th of the final year of service as defined above, any and all moneys paid under this clause will
be returned to the district in full and the teacher will be responsible for any tax impact caused by such
a change. Should the teacher working under the conditions described in this clause die at any point
after submitting the resignation letter and before completing the final year of service as defined
above, any and all additional moneys paid under this clause will be returned to the district, using if
necessary the proceeds from the term life policy provided under this contract (Article IX, B). In the
event that repayment to the district must occur as a result of the failure of the teacher to retire as
planned, repayment may be arranged from future salary to be earned or in a lump sum payment. The
decision as to how to process repayment will be made by the teacher. In no event shall repayment
take longer than 12 months after the original anticipated date of retirement. In the event that
repayment to the district must occur as a result of the death of the teacher prior to the last day of
school of the final year of service, payment shall be made from the term life policy proceeds provided
in Article IX, B.
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The final compensation for this special assignment will be 10% of the teacher’s final annual
salary paid in equal installments during the final year of service. Once completed, the 10%
compensation for this special summer assignment shall remain the teacher’s and shall not me
subject to the repayment provisions described above.
OR
b. The compensation for this special summer assignment will be 20% of the teacher’s final average
salary paid upon completion of the final year of service
OR
3. Extended Service Incentive. In lieu of the special summer assignment for senior staff, the Board of
Education may offer any teacher it wishes to retain an extended service incentive. The incentive shall consist
of progressively 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10% increments added to the teacher’s regular salary in each of the five years
following the final year of service as defined above. If the teacher accepts the extended service incentive, the
special summer assignment for senior staff will be waived. Any teacher who accepts the extended service
incentive may elect to retire before the completion of the five year service incentive but in any event shall
retire upon completion of the five years of extended service.
H. Classes to Students
When the District offers classes to students, such as tutorial classes, review classes, or classes for “at risk”
students, outside of the normal school day, the District must make the positions available to all qualified unit
members. Participating teachers shall be compensated at the rate of $40 per hour.
I.

Teacher Mentors
Teachers serving as mentor teachers shall be compensated for work done with an assigned intern
at the rate of $1,100 for 2005-06, $1,144 for 2006-07, and 1,190 for 2006-07.
ARTICLE IX - HEATH & LIFE INSURANCE

A. Health Insurance
1. Coverage
a.

A comprehensive health insurance program including Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Blue Million Major
Medical with full outpatient rider and prescription drug rider is offered to all full time professional
staff members enrolled in that plan as of November 5, 1997.

b. Effective March 1, 2006, Blue Point 2 Select will be offered to all full time professional staff.
c. The coverage described in (a) above shall be provided through the Rochester Area School Health plan
(RASH). In the event the RASH plan and/or Blue Point 2 Select plan is no longer in existence the
District will meet with the Federation to discuss replacement with another mutually agreeable plan.
In the event such plan is not agreed to before the RASH plan or Blue Point 2 Select plan ends, the
District will provide Blue Choice until another plan or Blue Choice is agreed to.
2. District Contribution
Effective March 1, 2006, the District shall pay 95% of the Blue Point 2 Select Plan premium cost for
eligible employees. For any other plan chosen, the District will contribute up to the amount of the Blue
Point 2 Select Plan.
3. Plan Administration
a.

Claims information filed by a unit member shall be confidential. The District will not attempt to
obtain personal identification or other information on claims except that which is currently provided
by law.
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b. On an annual basis, prior to February 1, representatives of the Federation, the Superintendent, and the
District’s representative to the Plan’s Board of Directors will meet and review the District’s
experience in the Plan and the Plan’s performance.
B. Life Insurance
Term insurance shall be offered to all faculty in the amount of $20,000 with the costs of such a policy to be
shared equally between the District and the teachers. It should be emphasized that participation in such a plan
is on a voluntary basis as far as teachers are concerned. If permitted by the insurance carrier, unit members
may add units equal to $10,000 at their own expense.
C. Dental Insurance
The District agrees to provide a district sponsored dental expense reimbursement program to all unit
members. The schedule of benefits shall be that provided by the Blue Cross-Blue Shield Smile Saver II
Program, with 80% of the Schedule of Allowances for preventive and diagnostic services and as provided for
restoration services. The annual maximum per covered person shall be $500. The District shall pay 75% of
the premium costs.
D. Flexible Benefits
The District will establish a flexible benefit program, at the discretion of and funded by the unit member for
the following expenses: HMO premium, health insurance premiums, dental insurance premium, group life
insurance premiums, child care expenses, out-of-pocket medical or dental expenses. The flexible benefit
program will be subject to IRS approval. The District will pay $200 family and 2 person and $150 single
annually to each unit member's plan.
Eligible unit members who elect not to take health insurance from the District will receive an annual stipend
of $500 ($250 in January and $250 in September). In the event the unit member, due to unforeseen
circumstances, must rejoin the District's health insurance plan, any stipend will be prorated accordingly. (One
unit member must drop family coverage for this clause to be effective.)
The District will schedule a meeting with the health plans provided for all unit members to explain the plans,
comparison benefits, and H125 plan. This meeting will be scheduled within the first ten weeks of the
beginning of the school year.
For unit members who choose to participate in the flexible benefit plan, it will be the unit member’s sole
responsibility for obtaining and submitting all completed forms on an ongoing basis but not later than June
15th. The unit member acknowledges that the district will follow provisions of the plan that specify that the
late forms will not be accepted and that unclaimed funds at the end of the plan year are forfeited.
E. Retirement Award - Health Insurance
The cost of 100% of the health insurance plan in effect at the time of retirement will be borne by the District
on behalf of employees with a minimum of ten (10) years full-time service in this District who retired prior to
July 1, 1995.
Retirees with a minimum of ten (10) years full-time service in the district who retiree on or after July 1, 1995
will pay the same percent of the premium that they paid at the time of their retirement.
In all cases, if the retiree’s spouse is eligible for the same benefit or when there is duplication of coverage
elsewhere, this provision in the contract shall be waived. When duplication ceases, the retiree would then be
eligible.
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The District will pay the supplemental rate for the retiree once they become eligible for Medicare. The
District will continue to pay the premium rate for eligible dependents. Once a dependent becomes Medicare
eligible, the District will pay the supplemental rate for this dependant.

ARTICLE X - LEAVES OF ABSENCE
A. Sick Leave
1. All full time teachers and long term substitutes will be allowed fifteen (15) days sick leave for each year
in the District. Days unused will accumulate to the credit of the teacher to a maximum of one-hundred
eighty-seven (187) days.
2. For serious long-term disability of more than three(3) months duration, the district will, under the
following circumstances, grant the employee additional sick leave:
a. Upon the exhaustion of the employee’s accumulated sick leave, the District will provide additional
sick leave up to an amount equal to the employee’s accumulated sick leave balance at the time of
onset of disability.
b. Such additional sick leave grant shall not in any event extend the period of disability beyond one
year.
c.

No recipient teacher shall receive more sick days than are utilized during the period of disability.

d. Where this plan is utilized, there shall be no interruption of salary payments during the period of
disability.
e.

A physician’s report may be required by the District prior to or during the award of such benefit; if
examination and report are directed to be made by the District’s physician, that examination and
report will be at the District’s expense.

3. When absence due to prolonged illness exceeds these provisions, additional days may be allowed at the
discretion of the superintendent providing a physician’s statement has been filed with the superintendent
and upon approval of the Board of Education; the teacher, in such case, will receive either full salary or
the difference between her or his salary and the beginning rate of a substitute for the current school year.
B. Personal Business
1. All full time teachers except substitutes shall be granted up to three (3) days per year with full pay for
personal business. The personal business must be of such nature that it cannot be conducted at a time
when school is not in session: i.e., appearance in court, house closing, children’s college graduation,
religious holidays, etc. Such leave for personal business shall not be deducted from sick leave time. Prior
notice of one week except in extenuating circumstances is required to the superintendent. Personal leave
days shall not be used for hunting, fishing, shopping, or recreational purposes.
2. Personal days shall not be taken the day before or the day after a holiday or vacation for the purpose of
extending the holiday or vacation period.
3. Unused personal days shall be accumulated into a teacher’s unused sick leave total.
C. Childbearing and Child Rearing Leave
1. Childbearing Leave
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As soon as practicable after diagnosis of a pregnancy by a teacher’s doctor, or no later than six months
after pregnancy, the teacher will notify the superintendent of the expected date of onset of the period of
disability due to pregnancy. At a date determined by the teacher and her attending physician, the teacher
may apply for and will receive a leave of absence ‘due to disability by reason of pregnancy. Such
disability leave will continue until the disability period is terminated. Teachers may elect to use all, part,
or none of their accumulated sick days while on childbearing leave. If the teacher elects to use all or part
of her accumulated sick days, she must so request in writing to the superintendent prior to the start of the
childbearing leave. The onset and termination dates of this disability shall be determined by the teacher
and her doctor. The teacher shall provide to the District the date indicated by her doctor when she can
anticipate returning to her teaching responsibilities. Every effort will be made to give as much advance
notice as possible of the return date.

2. Child Rearing Leave
a. A teacher may apply for and will receive an unpaid leave of absence for the purpose of child rearing
for a period of time not to exceed two (2) years. This leave will commence with the termination of
childbearing leave under paragraph 1 of this section or the date of adoption of a child.
b. A teacher will return from this leave with all rights, privileges, and benefits to which that teacher was
entitled at the onset of such leave provided the teacher submits thirty (30) days advance written notice
to the District of the intent to return. The District may waive this notice upon the request of the
teacher. Such waiver will not be unreasonably withheld.
c.

Up to three (3) days with pay may be taken by a unit member for the legal proceedings associated
with the teacher’s adoption of a child.

D. Bereavement Leave
In case of death in the immediate family as defined below, three days with full salary shall be allowed as
needed for each occurrence. The immediate family shall be defined as mother, father, spouse, domestic
partner, son or daughter, brother, sister, mother or father-in-law, grandparents, son or daughter-in-law, or any
other person permanently residing in the home.
E. Illness in Family
In the case of serious illness in the immediate family, one to three days with full salary shall be allowed as
needed for each occurrence. The total in any one year shall not exceed ten (10) days and days used shall not
be deducted from sick leave. The immediate family shall be defined as mother, father, spouse, domestic
partner, children, or any other person permanently residing in the home.
F. Personal Leave of Absence
A leave of absence without pay or increments may be granted for personal reasons (research, travel, study,
etc.) at the discretion of the Board. The teacher must provide ninety (90) days advance notice to the District
of the intent to return. The District may waive this notice upon the request of the teacher. Such waiver will
not be unreasonably withheld.
G. Military Leave
Military leave shall be granted to any teacher as provided by military law.
H. Family and Medical Leave Act
All leave and benefit provisions of this contract will be counted towards the leave and benefit provisions of
the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 where applicable. FMLA leave and benefits will be applied for
eligible employees if the contractual leave and benefits provide less than the FMLA.
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ARTICLE XI - SABBATICAL LEAVE
The district may grant up to two (2) Sabbatical Leaves each year for the purpose of study, travel, or other
educational activities, after recommendations by the superintendent and approval by the Board. In order to be
eligible to apply for and receive a Sabbatical Leave, a teacher shall meet the following criteria:
1. A teacher shall have completed five (5) years of continuous service in the District.
2. a. The course of study shall lead to an advanced degree for which the teacher is enrolled;
or
b. The course of study, travel, or educational activity would offer some immediate direct benefit to the
district.
A Sabbatical Leave shall consist of a paid leave of absence for a full school year at half-pay or a paid leave of
absence for a half-school year at full pay.
Applications shall be due on January 1 of the year preceding the proposed leave. Written notification of the grant
or denial shall be made to all applicants by March 1 of the year preceding the proposed leave. A form shall be
developed by the Federation and the District to demonstrate the contractual criteria for Sabbatical Leave.
The screening committee shall be made up of two Board members, the superintendent, either the elementary or
the secondary school principal, and one (1) representative appointed by the president of the Federation.
The unit members selected agree to complete two (2) year of service to the district upon return from sabbatical
leave or to return that prorated portion of salary received during the leave of the portion of the two (2) years
service obligation not completed. This requirement may be waived by the mutual agreement of the district and
the unit member.
ARTICLE XII - EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES
Each building principal will meet with a committee of two (2) members appointed by the Federation to evaluate
requests for attending educational conferences from their respective buildings. No request will be approved or
disapproved by the principal without consultation with this committee.
As far in advance of the conference or workshop as possible, the teacher must submit a statement to the principal
and the committee indicating the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of applicant
Nature of conference
Duration of conference
Estimated cost of attendance at conference

The teacher shall submit a brief written summary of the conference workshop to the building principal following
attendance at that conference/workshop.
Monies budgeted for conferences and workshops may not be used for any other purposes without the express
approval of the superintendent. Should, at any time, it become necessary to reallocate these monies because of
financial necessities of the building or district, the Federation shall be informed of the reasons therefore before
such allocation is made.

ARTICLE XIII - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. Definitions
1.

Grievance shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation, or inequitable application of the specific
provisions of this agreement.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Immediate Supervisor shall mean the appropriate building principal.
Chief School Officer is the superintendent.
Aggrieved Party shall mean any person or group of persons in the bargaining unit filing a grievance.
Party in Interest shall mean any person named in a written grievance who is not the aggrieved party.

B. Procedures
1. Except at the informal stage, all grievances shall be rendered in writing and shall include the name and
position of the aggrieved party, the identity of the provision of this agreement involved in the said
grievance, the time when and the place where the alleged events or conditions constituting the grievance
occurred. The grievance shall be signed by the aggrieved party.
2. Except for the informal decisions at Stage 1, all decisions shall be rendered in writing at each step of the
grievance procedure.
3.

Nothing contained herein will be construed as limiting the right of any aggrieved party to discuss the
matter informally with an appropriate member of the administration and having the grievance informally
adjusted, through Stage 3, providing that the adjustment is not in violation of the terms of the Agreement.

4.

If a grievance affects a group of teachers or is system wide, it may be submitted by the Federation directly
at Stage 2 described below. General grievances will be signed by the Federation President or his
designee.

5.

Grievance hearings shall be conducted at a time mutually convenient to the parties.

6. For the purposes of grievance hearings and arbitration hearings, the Federation agrees to make reasonable
efforts to have unit members cover for any teacher absent from a class for the purposes of attending such
hearing. Such coverage shall be voluntary and at no cost to the District.
7.

The District and the Federation agree to facilitate any investigation which may be required and to make
available any and all material and relevant documents, communications and records, other than
confidential placement folders, concerning the alleged grievance.

8. Use of these procedures shall not be for the purpose of adding to, subtracting from, or altering in any way,
any of the provisions of the Agreement.
9. An aggrieved party can initiate or continue to process a grievance with or without support of the
Federation through Stage 3.
C. Time Limits
1. Any grievance will be deemed waived unless such grievance is presented to the first available stage
within thirty (30) school days after the teacher knew or should have known of the act or condition on
which the grievance is based.
2.

If a decision at one stage is not appealed to the next stage of the procedure within the time limit specified,
the grievance will be deemed to be discontinued and further appeal under this agreement shall be barred.
If the District fails to respond to any grievance within the time limits specified herein, the grievance shall
automatically go to the next level. The time limits specified for either party may be extended only by
mutual agreement.

D. Stage 1
1. A teacher having an alleged grievance shall discuss it with the supervisor either directly or through a
representative with the objective of resolving the matter informally. If the grievance is not resolved
informally, it shall be reduced to writing and presented to the supervisor within two (2) school days after
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the date of the discussion in the preceding sentence. Within two (2) school days after the written
grievance is presented to the supervisor, the supervisor shall render a decision in writing and present the
answer to the teacher. If the teacher submits the grievance through a representative, the teacher must be
present during any discussion of the grievance.
Stage 2
1. If the grievance is not resolved informally, such grievance shall, within fifteen (15) school days from the
date of the supervisor’s decision (in paragraph 1 above) be reduced to writing and submitted to the Chief
School Officer. Such written grievance shall be in a form provided by the Federation and shall give all
information described in Section (8),paragraph 1 above.
2. Within five (5) school days from the date the written grievance was received, the Chief School Officer
shall have a hearing with the Aggrieved Party and a representative, if any.
3. No later than the end of the fifth school day following the day of the hearing, the Chief School Officer
will render his/her decision thereon, in writing, and present it in duplicate, to the Aggrieved Party.
Stage 3
1. If the Aggrieved Party is dissatisfied with the decision at Stage 2, the grievant may, within ten (10) school
days of the date the aggrieved party received the Stage 2 decision, submit the grievance to the Board of
Education.
2. The Board shall, within fifteen (15) school days of the date the written appeal was received, hold a
hearing with the aggrieved party and a Federation representative, if any. If either party requests it, the
hearing shall be held in executive session.
3. No later than the end of the fifth school day following the close of the hearing, the Board shall render its
decision thereon, in writing, and present it, in duplicate, to the Aggrieved Party.
Stage 4 - Arbitration
1. If the Federation is dissatisfied with the decision of Stage 3 and believes the grievance to be meritorious,
the grievance may, within ten(10) school days of the date the aggrieved party received the Stage 3
decision, be submitted to Arbitration. Notice of intent to arbitrate must be in writing and sent to the Chief
School Officer.
2. The Federation shall request the American Arbitration Association to furnish it, and the Chief School
Officer, with identical lists of persons eligible to serve as Arbitrator. Such request must be made within
five(5) school days of the date notice of intent to arbitrate was sent to the Chief School Officer.
3. The selection of an arbitrator and the conduct of the arbitration proceedings shall be in accord with the
rules established by the AAA.
4. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on all parties.
5. Submission of any grievance to arbitration shall automatically be a waiver of all other remedies or forums
which otherwise could be available.
6. The costs for the services of the arbitrator, including expenses, if any, shall be shared equally by the
district and the Federation.
7. Teachers directly involved or who are needed as witnesses in arbitration hearings during the regular
school day shall be released with full pay.
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8.

The cost of fees of any person(s), whether employees of the district or not, called as a witness or used to
represent any interested party shall be borne by the party calling or employing such person.

9. The Arbitrator shall have no authority to add to, subtract from, or in any manner, alter the specific terms
and provisions of this contract or to make any award requiring the commission of any act prohibited by
law or violate any of the terms and provisions of the contract. The Arbitrator is authorized to decide only
the issue(s) submitted to him/her.
10. The Arbitration Award shall be delivered to both parties within thirty (30) days of the date the record was
closed.
ARTICLE XIV - WORK YEAR - WORK DAY
A. The work year shall consist of not more than 187 work days (use of days to be discussed during calendar
process). Holidays and vacation periods for unit members shall be determined in accordance with the District
Superintendent’s BOCES calendar.
If, due to emergency school closings, the school year should drop below 180 days, it will be the responsibility
of the superintendent and the Federation president to schedule make-up days.
B. The work day for unit members shall consist of 7 1/2 hours, which shall include a 30-minute duty-free lunch
period. Additional time will be devoted to preparation, planning, student help, grading papers, etc., as the
teacher professionally deems necessary and appropriate.
C. Emergency Closings
If conditions such as weather, sickness, plant failure, require the superintendent to officially close the schools,
teachers will be paid a full salary for the period of such official closing.
D. The last work day for the elementary school shall be a non-student day. The Superintendent will inform the
staff of any calendar changes in regard to the last week of school by May 1st of each year.
E. Job Sharing
1. Based upon the recommendation of the Superintendent, the Board of Education may approve job-share
requirements based upon these two(2) principles:
a.
b.

There shall be no detrimental effects on students and/or programs.
The District shall incur no additional expenses.

2. Job sharing will be based on the following structure:
a.

Job sharing shall be defined as two (2) unit members sharing one (1) full-time position. Job sharing
assignments shall be filled by unit members who have agreed to work together under a mutually
developed plan.

b. Job sharing positions may be available to unit members who have indicated to the Superintendent in
writing by March 1 the desire to share a position. For positions in 2003, the date for notification to
the Superintendent is June 1.
c.

Job sharers shall submit a written description of job-sharing arrangements to the building principal
and Superintendent for approval. Responsibilities of a shared assignment must be specified in the
plan designed by the job sharers. This plan shall include, but not be limited to, all professional duties,
attendance at meetings, parent conferences, etc. The decision to make specific classroom
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assignments rests with the building principal, subject to recommendations of the Superintendent and
approval of the Board.
d. Job-sharing assignments shall have a duration of one year. By March 1, job-sharers must notify the
Superintendent in writing if they plan to continue or discontinue the job-sharing assignment for the
following September, subject to recommendations of the Superintendent and the approval of the
Board.
e.

Unit members sharing a position shall receive a salary prorated according to the time each works.

f.

Medical, dental, and all other benefits shall be granted to the job sharers on a prorated basis according
to the time each teacher works.

g.

Unit members shall retain the full seniority earned prior to becoming a job-sharer. Additional
seniority or time toward tenure shall not accrue during the time served as a job-sharer.

h. At the end of the school year, job-sharers can resume their full-time positions with all the rights and
privileges afforded to full-dme teachers.
ARTICLE XV - TEACHING LOAD
A. Teachers in the secondary school will be required to report no earlier than 7:30 a.m. The District may request
volunteers to report twenty (20) minutes earlier for supervision needs.
B. Teachers in the secondary school may be assigned no more than five (5) classes plus a supervisory
responsibility within the five (5) day schedule of eight (8) periods per day. A supervisory responsibility shall
be defined as a maximum of five (5) periods per five (5) day week and includes team time, study hall,
cafeteria duty, hall duty, and learning center. The teaching load of teachers shall not exceed thirty (30)
periods of student contact time per five (5) day week. On a voluntary basis, if requested by the district,
teachers may accept a sixth class in place of a supervisory responsibility.
C. Special Education, Music, Art, Home & Career Skills, Technology, and Physical Education may have a sixth
class assignment if required by student requests and/or scheduling demands.
D. Every effort will be made to assign homerooms to academic teachers first before making such assignments to
non-academic teachers. The assignment to non-academic teachers will be done on an equitable rotating basis.
E. Elementary teachers, grades Extended Day K through 6, including special education teachers, shall have a
minimum planning time of 35 minutes per day and an average planning time of 45 minutes per day per week
during the student day for teaching responsibilities. For the life of this agreement, teachers in grades
Extended Day K through 6 shall have a 45 minute unencumbered lunch period.
F. Release Time - Elementary Parent-Teacher Conferences. For the purpose of parent-teacher conferences, the
elementary school shall be dismissed by 11:30 a.m. four times during each school year so long as the 180 day
school year requirement is met.
G. Elementary early dismissal time will be jointly planned. On scheduled elementary early dismissal days
students will be dismissed no later than 1:30 p.m.
H. The district will make every effort to equalize the number of preparations of each high school teacher in
accordance with the instructional needs of each department.
I.

On a voluntary basis, teachers advising students in approved credit-bearing independent study programs shall
be released one day/week of administrative/supervisory assignment for each student up to a maximum of four
(4) students.
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J.

The superintendent of schools will meet with the Federation president by July 15 to explain staffing needs and
assignments for the coming school year. If unusual circumstances arise after July 15, the superintendent will
confer with the Federation president.

K. By June 1 the High School Principal will discuss with the Federation President or designee scheduling
assignments regarding the current school year prior to construction of the next school year’s schedule.

ARTICLE XYI - RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES OF THE FEDERATION AND ITS MEMBERS
A. Released Time for Federation President: The Federation president, or his designees (designees will be named
by October 1) shall be granted combined released time for thirty (30) one-half (1/2) days per semester upon
two (2) days notice to the superintendent. If it is necessary to provide substitute teachers for the released time
granted herein, the Federation will reimburse the District for the cost of said substitutes. The District will
submit its statement to the Federation reflecting the cost at the end of each semester. The Federation
president shall not be assigned administrative/supervisory duties.
When the Federation president is an elementary school teacher, and when the release time addressed in this
clause cannot be routinely scheduled, the first 20 days per year of his/her released time for Federation
business shall go unbilled by the District.
B. All building facilities shall be available for Federation business as stated below.
1. At the beginning of the school year, the President of the Federation shall submit a list of regularly
scheduled Federation meetings for the school year. Such list shall include dates, times, and places. If
the facilities are available, they may be used by the Federation for Federation meetings at no cost.
2. In the event of emergency meetings, the president shall inform the superintendent concerning date,
time, and place as soon as he/she is aware of the need. The superintendent will determine if the
facilities are available.
3. The Federation shall be responsible for the facilities the same as any other user organization.
4. The district will provide the Federation with office space in the building where the Federation president is
employed. The Federation will be responsible for all telephone expense.
C. Released Time for Official Hearings and Investigations: Members of the Federation who are required to
appear as witnesses and petitioners for officially called hearings and investigations pertaining to negotiations,
grievance processing, and/or any official business arising under the Taylor Law shall be permitted released
time with full compensation.
D. Board Minutes: Minutes of the Board of Education meetings shall be distributed to the designated Federation
representative in each building for posting as soon as prepared, typed, and duplicated. The Federation
president will provide to the superintendent by October 1, the individual in each building who is the
designated Federation representative responsible for such distribution.
E. A Federation designated building representative in each building shall have the right to call a meeting with the
building principal and teachers in his/her building to discuss administrative policies and their effects on
teachers and other matters of mutual concern to teachers and the building administrator. Such meetings shall
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not be held during school hours and the building principal shall have the right to determine whether or not the
matter to be discussed warrants a meeting, and when it should take place.
F. The Federation will be allotted one hour within the first work day of each work year for a meeting of
members to conduct Federation business. The District shall set aside the third Tuesday of every month for
Federation meetings. District of building meetings shall not be scheduled on this Tuesday except where an
emergency requires the administration to call a meeting.
G. The District will provide the Federation President a bargaining unit seniority list by March 1 of each school
year.
H. By no later than June 1 of each school year, the Superintendent and the Federation President will meet to
discuss parent teacher conference dates for the next school year.
ARTICLE XVII - EVALUATION PROCEDURES
A. Classroom Observations
1. Rationale
The 1999 implementation of Commissioners Regulations regarding the Annual Review of Professional
Performance for all schools in New York State requires that all professional staff undergo a performance
review annually. Such reviews shall indicate:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

the degree to which content knowledge is evident
the degree to which planning and preparation are evident
the appropriateness of the methodology of instructional delivery
the degree to which classroom structure and control positively affect student learning
the ability of the professional to execute effective diagnosis of student needs
the degree to which the professional evaluates and assesses student understanding in appropriate and
varied ways
g. the degree to which the professional exhibits collaboration with others
h. the degree to which the professional participates in reflective and responsive practice
2. Procedure
(a) All observation forms, procedures, etc., are to be made available and explained to the entire staff at
the beginning of the school year by the building administrator.
(b) For the purpose of this procedure, a supervising administrator will mean a superintendent, building
principal, and Assistant Superintendent. The pupil personnel services director shall be considered a
supervising administrator for special education and speech and hearing teachers as well as
psychologists and counselors/social workers.
(c) Reasons for individual ratings and suggestions for improvement, if necessary, should be clearly and
specifically explained in writing for the areas of observation.
(d) A post conference shall be held the same day as the observation, if possible, and shall not occur later
than five (5) school days following the observation. A copy of the classroom observation shall be
given to the teacher.
(e) Each observation shall normally be for an entire period or lesson.
(f) Teachers shall be shown completed observation forms and, to indicated they have seen them, sign
them.
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(g) The teacher, if he/she disagrees with an evaluation, may write a comment or objection on the back of
the evaluation form.
(h) Refer to Annual Professional Performance Review, Appendix C, for the complete report.
(i) The APPR Committee will be made up of three (3) teachers appointed by the Federation President
and three (3) administrators.
B. Confidentiality and Accessibility of Records
1. Confidentiality of evaluation records shall be maintained. No copy shall be available to inspection by a
third party without permission of both parties, unless used in a fair dismissal procedure, court
proceedings, or the commissioner’s hearings. (Third party shall be defined as those other than school
administrators and the evaluated teacher and his/her representative.) The Board of Education shall have
access to such records in accordance with its rights under Education Law and in accordance with
decisional law.
2. Individual unit members shall have the right of access, with a representative(s) of his/her choice, to all
materials contained in any and all records and/or files maintained by the District that pertain to the unit
member’s employment. Further, the unit members shall have the right to copy all materials contained in
such files and/or records. Such review shall not include reference information supplied by previous
employers or other sources.
3. No materials shall be added to any file and/or record maintained by the District pertaining to the teacher’s
employment without the teacher’s knowledge.
4.

Any summary presented to any other party shall accurately reflect the information on the observation
forms.

5. Forms (Appendix C) to include:
a.

Instructional Staff Summative Rubric

b. Pre-tenured Evaluation/Observation Form
c.

Professional Development Plan

d. Professional Responsibilities Summary
e.

Annual Professional Performance Review Plan Narrative (March 2002)
ARTICLE X V in - COMPENSATION FOR INJURY

A. All teachers are covered by Workmen’s Compensation Insurance which protects them in case of accident
while on duty. In the event of such an accident, the teacher should immediately notify the principal so that
the proper forms may be executed by the school authorities and attending physician.
B. Whenever a regularly employed teacher is absent from his/her employment and unable to perform his/her
duties as a result of a personal injury caused by an accident or an assault occurring in the course of his/her
employment, and the teacher has not been personally negligent with reference to the incident, he/she will be
paid his/her full salary during his/her absence but not to exceed six (6) months. The amount of any weekly
Workmen’s Compensation award made for temporary disability due to said injury will be paid to the Board in
full by the employee and no part of such absence will be charged to his/her annual or accumulated sick leave.
In any event, any Workmen’s Compensation award made for a permanent disability due to such injury will be
retained by the unit member.
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C. The District will reimburse teachers 100% of the cost of replacing or repairing dentures, eyeglasses, hearing
aid, or similar bodily appurtenances not covered by Workmen’s Compensation which are damaged or
destroyed as result of an injury sustained in the course of the teacher’s employment, when the teacher has not
been personally negligent with reference to the incident. Such incident must be reported within two (2) days
of the loss.
ARTICLE XIX - DEDUCTIONS
A. Teachers have the right to join or not to join any organization for their professional or economic
improvement. Membership in any organization shall not be required as a condition of employment.
B. The District agrees to make such deductions from the salaries of its employees as are necessary for dues to the
Wheatland-Chili Federation of Teachers, New York State United Teachers, and the American Federation of
Teachers. Authorization must be individual and on a form provided by the Federation.
C. No later than October 1, the Federation shall submit a list of members for whom dues shall be deducted and
authorization cards for those who do not have cards on file.
D. The Federation shall also certify the amount of dues to be deducted for each of the organizations involved for
the current fiscal year.
E. Deductions will commence with the first paycheck on October and shall continue in equal installments
coinciding with the remaining pay periods in the fiscal year.
F. The District further agrees to make such deductions from the salaries of its employees permissible by law as
may be requested by said employees form time to time, including but not limited to insurances, VOTE/COPE,
NYSUT Benefit Trust, tax sheltered annuities, U.S. savings bonds and E bonds, and credit union deductions.
It shall be the individual responsibility of each employee to inform the district of the desired deductions, and
to fill out and sign the necessary forms.

ARTICLE XX - MISCELLANEOUS
A. Savings Clause: If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement to any teacher or
group of teachers shall be found contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not be deemed valid
and subsisting except to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or applications shall continue in
full force and effect.
B. Physical Examination
1. Unit members who have a physical exam and submit the results of such exam to the district after
submission to their health insurance provider shall be reimbursed the costs of such physical exam up to a
maximum of $100. The physical exam shall be solely at the discretion of the unit member. Unit
members may exercise the reimbursement benefit once only in a period of three (3) years.
2. The cost of physical exams required by the district shall be borne by the district.
C. Staff Appointments: The administrative staff shall recommend that all full time professional teaching
positions be filled with certified provisional, permanent, or on waiver list teachers, subject to the approval of
the Board of Education.
D. Mileage Allowance: Unit members who are required to use their personal automobile for any school related
business, which includes between district buildings, will be compensated at the current IRS per mile
allowance.
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E. Professional Growth: Teachers are expected to take steps as professional people to improve their teaching
competency and to grow in technical skill and teaching stature. In addition to professional growth or
inservice education opportunities sponsored by the school district, teachers are expected to participate in
appropriate professional activities as part of their own professional growth program. Expenses incurred at
professional meetings, conference, workshops or costs for professional materials which are of interest to
teachers and meet some need of the school district may be reimbursed by district funds providing prior
approval of the administration has been granted. No student teacher will be assigned to a unit member
without the unit member’s consent or the administration’s consent.

F. Academic Freedom: The district and the Federation agree to insure that academic freedom prevails in the
Wheatland-Chili school system.

G. School Calendar: The calendar shall be discussed in good faith between the Federation President and
Superintendent. Their discussions will include adjustments in the work schedules, beginning date of
the school year, holidays/recess, and conference and early release days. The school calendar is the
responsibility of, and subject to change by, the Board of Education.
H. Curriculum Leaders: A Curriculum Leader is a faculty member, selected by members of a given curriculum
area or areas, and approved by the principal and superintendent. If not approved, the principal will meet with
the curriculum area or areas and a name or names will be submitted by the curriculum area or areas involved.
The Curriculum Leader shall serve as an advocate for curriculum in the area(s) to which he/she is assigned
and the school in general. The basic responsibility of the Curriculum Leader is to facilitate communications
between staff and administration.
Each designated curriculum area shall submit the names of not more than two nominees, to serve as
Curriculum Leader, to the principal by May 1 each year. The principal and superintendent shall select, and
the Board of Education shall approve by June 1, one of the nominees to serve as Curriculum Leader for the
following school year.
Curriculum Leaders will receive 20 one-half days of release time for curriculum duties per year.
Curriculum Leaders shall be compensated according to the following schedule:

1st Year of Service
2nd Year of Service
3rd Year of Service
4th Year of Service
5th Year of Service
6th Year of Service

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

$2,749
2,905
3,063
3,217
3,372
3,529

$2,859
3,021
3,186
3,346
3,507
3,670

$2,973
3,142
3,313
3,480
3,647
3,817

The Curriculum Leader job description is contained in Appendix B.
I.

Committee Chairperson Stipends
Unit members who serve as chairpersons of building site-based management teams or curriculum council,
whichever is in place, shall receive a stipend of $443. Special Education teachers and other regular classroom
teachers with full-time appointments to the CSE shall receive a stipend of $443.
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J.

Consulting Teacher
Whenever any unit member volunteers for and is assigned a student teacher by any college or university, the
unit member has the right of first refusal in the event that the compensation is in the form of a tuition waiver.
If the unit member does not choose to use the tuition wai ver, it shall be signed over to the district to be made
available to other unit members. The unit member may accept a stipend in the event that it is offered as
compensation for consulting teachers.

ARTICLE XXI - DURATION
This agreement shall be effective July 1, 2005, and shall continue in full effect through midnight, June 30, 2008,
and each year thereafter unless amended by the parties.
In the event either party wishes to amend this agreement, written notice to the party shall be given not later than
December 15 immediately preceding termination of the agreement. Amendments resulting from such negotiation
shall be effective the following July 1 or at such time as may be mutually agreeable to the parties. IT IS
AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT
REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW
OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE
UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.

WHEATLAND-CHILI FEDERATION OF TEACHERS

lu j)

Patricia Brun«, WCFT President

WHEATLAND^H ILI CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

Rv. C ^ ^
Thomas Gallagher/Sdperi men dent of Schools
DATED:
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APPENDIX A
SALARY SCHEDULES

Step
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
5B
4
4B
3
3B
2
2B
1
IB

Longevity
20 years
25 years
30 years

2005-06
Salary
71,579
71,240
70,200
69,680
69,007
66,436
63,866
61,294
58,724
56,152
53,581
50,995
49,357
47,545
45,263
43,508
41,741
41,099
40,221
39,519
37,519
38,618
36,618
37,718
35,718
36,817
34,817
36,176
34,176

2006-07
Salary
74,090
73,008
72,467
71,767
69,094
66,421
63,746
61,073
58,398
55,724
53,035
51,332
49,446
47,073
45,249
43,411
42,743
41,830
41,100
40,163
38,163
39,226
37,226
38,290
36,290
37,623
35,623
36,944
34,944

2007-08
Salary
75,928
75,366
74,638
71,857
69,078
66,296
63,515
60,734
57,953
55,157
53,385
51,424
48,956
47,059
45,148
44,452
43,503
42,744
41,770
40,795
38,795
39,821
37,821
39,128
37,128
38,422
36,422
37,704
35,704

$1,441
$2,203
$2,900

$1,499
$2,291
$3,016

$1,559
$2,383
$3,137
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APPENDIX B
CURRICULUM LEADERS

Responsibilities
1. Coordinate the development of a content area strategic plan, outlining goals, action plan, and
timeline.
2. Coordinate curriculum planning and development in cooperation with the director of curriculum and
building principal.
3. Acts as a communications and resource liaison between the two schools and district administration
and members of the assigned curriculum area.
4. Serves as a resource person to personnel within his/her assigned area.
5. Confers with staff members and administration about student needs, teaching methods, techniques,
materials, and subject matter.
6. Attends in-house meetings as requested.
7. Assists in the collection of data and preparation of reports pertaining to his/her assigned area and
informs students, faculty, and the community of departmental data in cooperation with the building
principal and director of curriculum.
8. Recommends to the building principal possible scheduling of classes and appropriate assignment of
personnel.

Curriculum Leader Assignments
1. English K-6
2. English & LOTE 7-12
3. Math K-6
4. Math 7-12
5. Science K-6
6. Science 7-12
7. Social Studies K-6
8. Social Studies 7-12
9. Fine Arts & Performing Arts
10. Health, Physical Education & Occupational Education
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APPENDIX C
EVALUATION FORMS

a. Instructional Staff Summative Rubric
b. Pre-tenured Evaluation/Observation Form
c. Professional Development Plan
d. Professional Responsibilities Summary
e. Annual Professional Performance Review Plan Narrative
(March 2002)
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Wheatland-Chili Instructional Staff Summative Rubric (FINAL)

StaffMember_

Administrator

Date o f Summary

1. Planning and Preparation (check appropriate box)
Unsatisfactory o
Provides limited or shallow
knowledge in subject /discipline
area, or provides students with
erroneous information.

1.1 Demonstrates current know
Basic o
Displays basic content knowledge.
Demonstrates knowledge of the
district/state curriculum/and/or
respective discipline.

edge of content and curriculum
Proficient o
Displays solid content knowledge
and makes connections between
elements of the discipline and
among disciplines. Demonstrates
ability to apply the district/state
curriculum/and/or respective
discipline.

Distinguished o
Displays extensive content
knowledge of the required
curriculum/discipline, with
evidence of continuing pursuit of
such knowledge. Is an expert on
district/state curriculum/and/or
respective discipline.

Comments:

Unsatisfactory o
Instruction shows little
understanding of appropriate
practice for the content. Shows no
knowledge of formats for
presenting information and little
understanding of the range of
possible formats.

1.2 Demonstrates current knowledge of effective instructional practice
Basic o
Proficient o
Instruction shows basic
Instruction reflects current
application of practice to match
research on best practices within
the content. May not have full
the discipline, but may have
mastery of direct instruction, but
marked strengths in some formats
has basic components. May
over others. Has mastery of direct
occasionally experiment with
instruction and at least two other
other formats for presenting
formats for presenting
information.
information. Good match between
formats and content in planning.

Distinguished o
Shows mastery of a wide variety
of diagnostic/instructional/therapy
formats, (e.g. cooperative
learning, direct instruction, class
discussion, stations, student
presentations, etc.). Continues to
search for best practices within the
discipline. Selects format best
suited for presenting information.

Comments:

1/ 24/06

1

Unsatisfactory o
Goals reflect low expectations
and/or simplistic content; are
unclear or simply activities; are
not suitable for the student/class;
cannot be assessed; do not match
curriculum.

1.3 Selects appropriate instructional goals
Basic o
Proficient o
Goals are moderately clear,
Clearly stated goals are at the
moderately valuable, and suitable
appropriate level of difficulty,
include workable assessments, and
for most students; they may mix
activities and goals; and may only are suitable for most students.
Goals are clearly aligned with
be able to be partially assessed.
curriculum/student needs.
Goals are from curriculum.

Distinguished o
Clearly stated goals reflect high
expectations for all while taking
into account student differences.
Goals can be accurately assessed.
Goals are clearly aligned with
curriculum/student needs and will
ensure student acquisition of
required content or skill.

Comments:

Unsatisfactory o
Goals reflect only one type of
learning and one discipline or
strand. Instructional practice
reflects lack of knowledge of
developmental characteristics of
age and group child belongs to.
Class/intervention time shows
little awareness of or concern for
student interests, cultural heritage,
or differences.
Comments:

1/ 24/06

1.4 Demonstrates an understanding of student learning differences
Basic o
Proficient o
Class content reflects
Displays thorough knowledge of
developmental needs of learners,
developmental needs of age,
differences among learners,
learning differences and cultural
interests and cultural heritage of
heritage. Displays knowledge of
learners. Goals and Instructional
specific student differences.
practice reflect awareness of
learning styles.

Distinguished 0
Displays knowledge of a specific
student’s developmental needs,
learning needs, approaches to
learning, interests and cultural
heritage.

2

Unsatisfactory o
Work lacks context, meaning, or
relevancies is not be congruent
with curriculum requirements.

1.5 Designs meaningful and relevant student work
Proficient 0
Basic o
Work has some meaning or
Work has either meaning or
relevance, but may be disconnected relevance to these students;
from other learning or meaning and content is culturally valued or
relevance may be unclear. Work
valued by the students, at the
clearly derives from the curriculum. appropriate level of difficulty.
Work will clearly result in student
acquisition of required knowledge
or skills. Skills from other
disciplines are also required.
Involves some student choice.

Distinguished o
Work has both meaning
(culturally valued) and relevance
(students know why they are
studying this) and appropriately
challenges each individual. Skills
from multiple disciplines are
included. Involves appropriate
student choice. Often is enjoyed
by students.

Comments:

Unsatisfactory 0
Unaware of resources through
school, district or community,
unaware of resources available to
students who need them Leaves
students on their own.
Comments:

1/ 24/06

1.6 Demonstrates knowledge and use of resources
Basic o
Proficient o
Displays limited awareness and use Fully aware of and utilizes
of resources available through
resources available through
school, district or community.
school, district or community and
knows how to gain access for
students.

Distinguished o
In addition to school/district/
community resources, accesses
additional resources. For example,
through professional
organizations.

3

2. Classroom Work/Environment (check appropriate box)
Unsatisfactory o
Interaction with at least some
students is negative, demeaning,
sarcastic or inappropriate to age or
culture; interactions characterized
by conflict.

2.1 Creates an environment of respect and rapport
Basic o
Proficient o
Interactions generally appropriate
Interactions are friendly and show
but may have some respect/rapport
warmth, caring and respect.
inconsistencies.
Students exhibit respect for the
staff person and interactions with
each other are polite and
respectful.

Distinguished o
Demonstrates genuine caring and
respect for each student as an
individual. Students respect staff
and demonstrate genuine caring
for one another.

Comments:

Unsatisfactory o
Staff member fails to establish a
positive environment for learning.
There is a disinterest and general
lack of motivationComments:

Unsatisfactory o
Staff member demonstrates
inconsistent and/or low
expectations for student
achievement.
Comments:

2.2 Establishes a culture for learning
Basic o
Proficient o
Staff member creates a satisfactory
Staff member creates an above
learning environment. There is
average learning environment.
interest in the content and
Interest and motivation are strong.
motivation is evident..

2.3 Demonstrates high expectations for the learning of all students
Basic o
Proficient o
Staff member conveys consistent
Staff member conveys
expectations for student
consistently high expectations for
achievement.
student achievement.

Distinguished o
Staff member creates superior
learning environment with varied
approaches to learning. Interest
and motivation are high.

Distinguished o
Staff member demonstrates and
maintains high expectations for
the work and learning of all
students in the room.

-

1/ 24/06

4

Unsatisfactory o
Students are not engaged.
Staff member fails to have a plan
for policy and procedures
regarding classroom management,
workplace functions, and the use
of classroom resources.
Instructional time is hindered.

2.4 Manages classroom and workplace procedures and resources
Basic 0
Proficient o
Staff member has developed a
Staff member has developed a
clear and concise policy for
satisfactory policy and procedures
running the
regarding classroom management,
workplace functions, and the use of Classroom management,
classroom resources. Instructional
workplace functions, and the use
time is focused.
of classroom resources are
covered Instructional time is
efficient and effective.

Distinguished o
Staff member has developed a
clear and concise policy for
running the
Classroom, management,
workplace functions, and the use
of classroom resources
significantly improve the quality
of instructional time.

Comments:

Unsatisfactory o
No standards of conduct appear to
have been established or they are
ineffective. Student behavior is
not monitored and staff person is
unaware of what students are
doing. Staff person either does
not respond to student
misbehavior or response is overly
repressive; response does not
respect student’s dignity or is
ineffective and inconsistent.
Comments:

1/ 24/06

2.5 Manages student behaviors
Basic o
Proficient o
Standards of conduct appear to have Standards of conduct are clear to
been established for most situations all students; staff member is alert
and most students appear to
to student behavior at all times;
understand them; staff person is
response to misbehavior is
generally aware of student behavior effective, appropriate and
but may miss an occasional
respectful of student’s dignity.
occurrence; staff member response
to student misbehavior may have
uneven results.

Distinguished 0
Standards of conduct are clear to
a ll; monitoring of behavior is
subtle and preventive and students
take responsibility for each other’s
behavior; staff member’s response
to misbehavior is sensitive and
individualized, and highly
effective.

5

2 .6

Organizes and maintains physical space.
Proficient o

Unsatisfactory o

Basic o

The classroom or workspace is
unsafe or furniture arrangement is
not conducive to lesson or both;
physical resources are poorly used
or learning is not accessible to all
students.

The classroom or workspace is safe;
furniture/material arrangement fits
the lesson; learning is accessible to
all students.

The classroom or workspace is
safe and furniture arrangement is
an asset to lesson format; use of
space ensures learning is equally
accessible to all students.

Distinguished o
The classroom or work space is
safe and students adjust the
furniture to advance their own
learning; both staff members and
students use furniture and physical
resources to optimal learning
advantage for all students.

Comments:

1/ 24/06
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3. Delivery of Instruction or Services (check appropriate box)
Unsatisfactory 0
Directions and procedures are
confusing to students; and/or
spoken or written language has
many errors; and/or vocabulary is
inappropriate, vague or incorrect.

3.1 Communicates clearly and accurately
Proficient o
Basic o
Directions and procedures are
Directions and procedures are
clarified after initial confusion may clear and appropriately detailed;
be excessively detailed; spoken
spoken and written language is
language is audible and written
clear and correct; vocabulary is
language is legible and both are
appropriate to developmental age.
correct.

Distinguished o
Directions and procedures are
clear to students and anticipate
possible student
misunderstanding; spoken and
written language are correct and
expressive.

3.2 Uses a variety of instructional techniques
Basic o
Proficient o
Shows mastery of a variety of
Shows direct alignment between
strategies implemented effectively,
selected instructional strategy and
including direct instruction,
content, including mastery of
cooperative learning and student
subtleties within various
directed models.
strategies, such as the social
instruction component of
cooperative learning.

Distinguished o
Mastery of wide range of
instructional strategies aligned to
that lesson’s specific content,
including student initiated, student
directed activities where students
contribute to both the content and
method of instruction itself.

Comments:

Unsatisfactory o
Reliance on one or two
instructional modes and no
evidence of strategies specifically
selected for content.

Comments:

1/ 24/06
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Unsatisfactory o
Fails to engage students in the
lesson Structure and pacing are ill
defined, rushed or too slow or
both.

3.3 Actively engages
Basic o
Engages most of the students most
of the time in the planned activity.
Lesson/ session has a recognizable
structure but pacing may be
inconsistent.

students in learning
Proficient o
Engages all in the lesson/ session
most of the time. Lesson has a
clearly defined structure. Pacing
is appropriate for a majority of
students but not all.

Distinguished o
Engages all students all of the
time in lesson or activity. Pacing
of lesson is appropriate for all
students. Structure of lesson
shows clearly the content and
skills being acquired and
additional content and skills are
most likely being acquired
simultaneously.

Comments:

Unsatisfactory o
Does not give students adequate
information about their learning.
Assessments may not match
required content or skills. May use
only one format for assessments.
Students are unaware of criteria
for assessment.

3.4 Assesses student work and provides continuous feedback
Basic o
Proficient o
Assessments are always congruent
Assessments are congruent with
with content taught. May not use
content taught. Assessments
assessments effectively for
demonstrate range. Knows
continuing student growth. Gives
through assessment every
students periodic information about student’s status relative to the
their progress. Students are
learning of content and skills for
sometimes unaware of criteria for
at least larger chunks (units) and
assessment.
often for lessons. Students know
criteria for assessment. Gives
students regular, high quality and
specific information about their
performance (weekly or more
frequently).

Distinguished o
Embeds congruent assessments to
determine student progress on
skills and content; uses peer and
self-assessment; gives students
feedback on skills and content
progress continuously; uses
assessment both formatively and
summatively; engages external
evaluators sometimes. Knows
specific student status relative to
content and skills.

Comments:

1/ 24/06
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Unsatisfactory o
Adheres rigidly to an
instructional/therapy plan even
when a change will clearly
improve a lesson; ignores or
brushes aside student questions or
interests; when students have
difficulty learning, blames the
student or environment for
students’ lack of success.

3.5 Monitors and adjusts instruction
Basic o
Proficient o
Attempts to adjust lesson, with
Makes minor adjustments to
mixed results; attempts to
lessons/intervention smoothly;
accommodate students’ questions or successfully accommodates
interests but the effects on the
students’ responses or interests;
lesson’s coherence are uneven;
persists in seeking approaches for
accepts responsibility for the
students who have difficulty
success of all students but has only
learning with a moderate range of
a limited range of instructional
strategies.
strategies to use.

Distinguished 0
Successfully makes a major
adjustment to a lesson/
intervention; seizes a major
opportunity to enhance learning,
building on a spontaneous event;
and persists in seeking effective
approaches for students who need
help, drawing on a wide range of
strategies and soliciting additional
resources.

Comments:

1/ 24/06
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4. Professional Responsibilities (check appropriate box)
Unsatisfactory o
Does not know if
lesson/intervention was effective or
profoundly misjudges success of a
lesson and/or has no suggestions
for how a lesson may be improved.

4.1 Assesses job performance
Basic o
Proficient o
Has generally accurate impression
Makes accurate assessment of
of a lesson/intervention’s
lesson’s/intervention’s
effectiveness and success and
effectiveness and can cite specific
makes suggestions about how a
references to prove judgment; can
lesson may be improved.
make a few specific suggestions
which may be tried another time.

Distinguished o
Makes thoughtful and accurate
assessment of
lesson’s/intervention’s
effectiveness, citing many specific
examples supporting this
judgment and weighing relative
strength of each; draws on
extensive repertoire of skills to
cite specific alternatives and the
probable success of each.

Comments:

Unsatisfactory o
System for maintaining
information on student work and
progress is unreliable and
ineffective.

Unsatisfactory o
System for maintaining
information on non-instructional
activities is ineffective or
nonexistent; systems contain
frequent errors.

4.2 Maintains accurate records
Basic o
Proficient o
System for maintaining information System for maintaining
on student work and progress is
information on student work and
rudimentary or only partially
progress is effective.
effective.

Basic o
System for maintaining information
on non-instructional activities is
adequate but may require
monitoring to avoid error.

Proficient o
System for maintaining
information on non-instructional
activities is effective.

Distinguished o
System for maintaining
information on student work and
progress is highly effective.

Distinguished o
System for maintaining
information on non-instructional
activities is highly effective.
* ex. of non-instructional
activities: budget requests,
keeping track of textbooks,
“paperwork”

Comments:

1/24/06
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Unsatisfactory o
Provides little information to
families; responds inadequately to
parent concerns; communications
or relationships with staff or
community are problematic.

4.3 Communicates effectively with staff, families and community
Basic o
Proficient o
Participates in school’s activities for Provides frequent information to
parent communication but offers
parents about instructional
little additional information;
program and student progress;
communicates effectively with
adheres to school’s procedures;
responds minimally to parent
staff and maintains collaborative
concerns; communicates effectively relationships with many staff.
with some staff but has uneven
interactions; maintains mostly
positive relationships.

Distinguished o
Communicates both positive and
negative aspects of progress;
handles parent concerns with great
sensitivity; collaborates
effectively and consistently with
appropriate staff.

Comments:

Unsatisfactory o
Fails to attend required meetings
and school functions. Work
attendance is a serious issue

4.4 Contributes to school and district
Basic o
Proficient o
Rarely misses required school
Participates in school or district
functions. Always contacts
events or projects, beyond the
appropriate staff to inform them of
classroom within the school day
an absence.
making a substantial contribution.
Attends and shows some
leadership in meetings/functions
of school/district/program

Distinguished o
Participates in school or district
events or projects,, beyond the
classroom within the school day
making a substantial contribution;
provides primary leadership role
in at least some aspect of school or
district life.

Comments:
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Unsatisfactory o
Engages in no professional
development activities to enhance
knowledge or skill in field and
makes no effort to share
knowledge with others.

4.5 Demonstrates professional growth
Basic 0
Proficient o
Seeks out professional
Engages in professional
development activities to enhance
development opportunities to
enhance knowledge or skill in
knowledge or skill in field to a
limited extent when convenient and field and participates actively in
finds limited ways to contribute to
assisting other educators, active in
the profession (evidence:
the profession.
membership in professional
association, subscriptions).

Distinguished o
Seeks out professional
development opportunities to
enhance knowledge or skill in
field, including systematic
classroom research; contributes to
the profession in important ways
such as mentoring, writing articles
or making presentations.

Comments:

Unsatisfactory o
Is not alert to students’ needs
and/or contributes to practices that
result in some students being ill
served by the school. Makes
decisions based on self-serving
interests. Does not meet all
required responsibilities. May fail
to follow required procedures.

4.6 Conducts self in a professional manner
Basic o
Proficient o
Inconsistently attempts to serve
Is moderately active in serving
students and does not knowingly
students. Works within context of
contribute to some students being ill team or department to ensure that
served by the school. Decisions are all students receive a fair
based on limited but genuinely
opportunity to succeed.
professional considerations. Meets
Participates in team or
all required responsibilities and
departmental decision making.
follows all required procedures
Meets all required responsibilities
including timeliness.
and follows all required
procedures including timeliness.

Distinguished o
Is highly proactive in serving
students, seeking out resources
and challenging negative attitudes
to ensure all students, particularly
those traditionally under served,
are honored in the school; takes
leadership role at team or
departmental level decision
making and ensures decisions
reflect the highest standards.
Exceeds required responsibilities
and follows required procedures;
may show initiative in planning,
improving, assisting with
redesigning procedures.

Comments:
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Wheatland-Chili Central Schools
Teacher
Pre-tenured
E v a l u a t i o n / O b s e r v a t i o n Form

Nam e :
Date :

FOCUS ArC3. ( s )

Administrator:

Check all that apply for this session

□ Planning and Preparation
•
•
•
•
•
•

□
•
•
•
•
•
•

□
•
•
•
•
•

□
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrates current knowledge of content and curriculum
Demonstrates current knowledge of instructional practice
Selects appropriate instructional goals
Demonstrates an understanding of student learning differences
Designs meaningful and relevant student work
Demonstrates knowledge and use of resources

Classroom Work/Environment
Creates an environment of respect and rapport
Establishes a culture for learning
Demonstrates high expectations for the learning of all students
Manages classroom and workplace procedures and resources
Manages student behaviors
Organizes and maintains physical space.

Delivery of Instruction or Services
Communicates clearly and accurately
Uses a variety of instructional techniques
Actively engages students in learning
Assesses student work and provides continuous feedback
Monitors and adjusts instruction

Professional Responsibilities
Assesses job performance
Maintains accurate records
Communicates effectively with staff, families and community
Contributes to school and district
Demonstrates professional growth

• Conducts self in a professional manner

Observation date

Goal(s):
1 .

Timeline:

Strategies:

Assessment/evidence of growth:

Staff s i g n a t u r e ______ ________ _________

Initiation date June 2003 Completion date: June

Administrator' signature _____

______

_____

2004

Wheatland-Chili Central Schools
P r o f e s s i o n a l R e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s Summary
Staff Member:________________________ Administrator:
□
□ Planning and Preparation
Comments:

□
Classroom Work/Environment
Comments:

□
Delivery of Instruction or Services
Comments:

□
Professional Responsibilities
Comments:

Date:

Staff member's signature

I agree/disagree with the statement above
Date: ________
Administrator's signature

Wheatland-Chili Central School District
Annual Professional Performance Review (APPR) Process

Overview and Orientation
The APPR process proposed by the joint Committee on Evaluation is divided
into two sequential stages. The first stage includes only pretenured or probationary
personnel, and the second, involving annual goal-setting and review, is reserved for
the District’s tenured professional staff. Both distinct stages are meant to insure a
high-quality, formative experience involving the active participation of both the
professional undergoing performance review and the administrator charged with
providing supervision. This is a change from the previous practice of using an
observation/evaluation checklist that tended to make the evaluator the active
participant and the professional staff member a more passive recipient of feedback.
The committee charged with developing an improved process has made every effort
to promote a positive and reflective professional growth experience for all staff
members in full compliance with the revised regulations of the Commissioner of
Education.
This proposal overview is meant to explain the new two-stage process and
codify the language describing it so that it may be included into a successor
agreement between the District and the Wheatland-Chili Federation of Teachers
(WCFT). The committee developing this proposal was established contractually by
the District and WCFT before the August, 1999, Commissioner’s regulation
regarding the Annual Professional Performance Review and Professional
Development Plans. It is the intent of the committee, also, to continue to meet and to
refine the proposed processes for the duration of the successor agreement in order
to make any systemic changes that meet the needs of all parties. This recognizes that
the committee may need to revise items proposed in the implementation process and
the willingness of all parties to rely on the committee’s collaborative judgment as
the primary source for resolving any difficulties and conflicts in interpretation
and/or practice that may arise in the first years of implementation.

Pretenured or Probationary Process
A. Overview.
Pretenured professional personnel will be observed at least quarterly by their
supervising administrator and will be given an annual summative evaluation based
on these observations using the proposed Instructional Staff Competency Rubric.
Overall, two summative evaluations and any other observation/evaluation forms in
the third year of probation will help formulate the decision to recommend the staff
member for tenure.
<2>

B. Observation/Evaluation Form and Procedures.
Observations shall use the attached Evaluation/Obscrvation Form and will
focus on one or more of the four main areas of professional evaluation outlined in
the form. These main areas, all evaluated annually for pretenured staff, include
Planning and Preparation, Classroom/Work Environment, Delivery of Instruction
or Services, and professional Responsibilities.
The narrative portion of the observation form is deliberately open-ended to
allow the evaluator an opportunity to include a variety of pertinent observations
and comments related to any of the areas of evaluation, yet it does not prescribe any
specific amount of space or attention to matters not pertinent or unrelated to the
observable behaviors of the teacher. The narrative, that is, may involve observations
and comments on the four key areas, or may focus on only those one or two most
pertinent to the lesson.
As proposed, the observation will typically involve both a pre- and post
conference during which the administrator and teacher will discuss planning for the
lesson/session, expected observable student and teacher outcomes, the connection of
the lesson to previous instruction and/or instruction planned for the future, and any
other pertinent information to be shared by either party. As has been past practice,
the teacher will have an opportunity to comment on and/or rebut the written
summary on any evaluation form to be placed in his/her file. Both the supervisor
and WCFT will encourage any pretenured member to seek assistance and
counseling from the WCFT if a summary rebuttal on any evaluation is planned.
C. Summative Annual Evaluation and Professional Development Planning.
The conclusion of all four annual observations/evaluations will start the endof-the-year Professional Staff Competency Rubric. This rubric will be done
annually by the supervising administrator and will be reviewed with the pretenured
party being evaluated. Again, the professional under performance review will have
an opportunity to comment on and/or rebut any item on the end-of-the-year rubric.
The completion of the Professional Staff Competency Rubric will conclude
the annual Professional Development Plan (attached) and will initiate the creation a
new one for the next school year. As before, this plan is to be developed by the
pretenured professional under performance review in cooperation with the
supervising administrator. Based on last year’s performance and the teacher’s
current needs, one to three goals for improvement of the practitioner’s performance
can be included in the new Professional Development Plan. These goals should be
made cooperatively, whenever possible, in order to address needed improvements as
indicated by the Competency Rubric. When goals cannot be agreed upon, the
professional’s supervising administrator will determine the goals required in order
to improve the practitioner’s performance.
<3 >

D. Tenure Considerations.
Probationary professionals whose summative evaluations are unsatisfactory
in any area of the rubric at the conclusion of two years may not be recommended
for tenure. Applicable New York State law will prevail in the awarding or denial of
tenure in all cases, including the right of professionals tenured elsewhere or in other
subject areas to a reduced probationary period, the right of the administration to
recommend tenure at any time during the probationary period but not later than
those dates prescribed by law, and the right of the individual to be granted an
extension of the probationary period by mutual agreement with the administration
(Juul agreement). The awarding of tenure is the sole and exclusive right of the
Board of Education and will be based upon the recommendation of the
superintendent as prescribed by Education Law. The awarding of tenure signifies
the District’s interest and willingness in giving continued employment to the
professional whose competency in the pretenure Annual Professional Performance
Review indicates that such a recognition is warranted.

Tenured Personnel Process
A. Overview.
The Annual Professional Performance Review process for all tenured
personnel will involve goal setting and the development of an individual Professional
Development Plan in cooperation with an appropriate supervising administrator. In
the case where more than one administrator supervises the work of a given
professional, that individual may request a particular supervisor work with him or
her on completing the APPR and Professional Development Plan. This process is
meant to recognize the professionalism of tenured staff, the significance of their
involvement in reflective practice, and the continuous improvement of their
professional skills. It is designed to replace the mechanical process of external
observation and feedback with a more engaging process of reflection and ownership
of responsibility for continuing growth and improvement in one’s own professional
practice.
B. Professional Development Plan Overview.
On a thirteen-month rotating basis, each tenured professional will meet with
the supervising administrator to develop an individual Professional Development
Plan. The process of developing and reviewing the achievement of the goals of the
plan will constitute the Annual Professional Performance Review for each tenured
professional within the district. The demonstration of professional skills and growth
contained in the plan may or may not include a classroom observation by the
supervising administrator.

Using the attached form, each tenured professional will develop goals for the
improvement of his or her practice in cooperation with the supervising
administrator.
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One to three performance goals may be included in each annual professional
development plan. The practitioner and supervisor should develop goals
cooperatively whenever possible to address areas of improvement indicated as
needed by either the practitioner or the supervisor based on the major elements of
the Competency Rubric. When goals cannot be mutually determined, the
supervising administrator can develop one independent goal to be addressed, while
the practitioner may develop up to two additional ones. In this way, though lacking
agreement on goals, both parties will have a participatory interest in determining
what improvements in the professional’s performance will be pursued in the
subsequent year.
In the first year of implementation, supervising administrators will meet with
all tenured personnel to discuss a performance evaluation using the Professional
Competency Rubric. This meeting will help determine the goals for inclusion in a
Professional Development Plan for the ensuing thirteen-month cycle. A teacher, for
example, may meet with his or her supervising administrator in October for the
initial review of his or her performance using the Competency Rubric. At the
meeting it may be determined that one or more areas of competency would be
appropriate in which the professional might seek improvement opportunities. The
supervising administrator and practicing professional will then mutually construct
one to three goals related to the areas of improvement and to devise a time line for
reaching these goals, including strategies for their achievement and a system on how
the completion of the goals will be measured. If agreement isn’t reached on the
goal(s), time line, strategy and/or assessment, each party may determine an
independent goal set, one for the administrator and up to two for the teacher—
complete with time line, strategy and assessment—as an improvement opportunity
to be pursued.
Thirteen months later in November of the following year, the supervising
administrator and the tenured professional will meet again to review progress
toward the achievement of the goals specified in the performance plan. At this
meeting, the Competency Rubric will be reviewed in response to the efforts
substantiated in the Professional Development Plan, and a determination will be
made jointly, if possible, about the continuation of existing goals or adding to or
replacing them with new ones.
In the event that a tenured professional’s goals for improvement are not met,
a revised improvement plan will be formulated jointly as part of this Annual
Professional Performance Review process. In the event that the performance of a
tenured professional becomes a matter of concern to the supervising administrator,
such that the performance is unsatisfactory or requires discipline, immediate action
may be required as allowed by law and the current WCFT contract and will be
recognized as an aberration to the planned annual review process.
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C. Goal Setting.
As described, performance-improvement goals shall be mutually established
by the practicing professional and the supervising administrator. When mutual
agreement cannot be achieved, the supervising administrator may set one goal for
professional improvement and the practicing professional may set up to two
additional goals. Goals should relate to specific areas of professional practice as
defined in the Competency Rubric for at least one of these four main categories:
Planning and Preparation, Classroom/Work Environment, Delivery of Instruction
or Services, or Professional Responsibilities. At least every three years one or more
goals will be established in each of the four main competency areas.
D. Time Lines.
Goals should have achievable time lines associated with them. These may
include immediate improvement strategies, planning for subsequent semesters, or
even multiple- year approaches in working toward the achievement of a specific goal
or goals. In the event of multiple-year time lines, the recognition of achievement of a
goal may be delayed, but strategies employed within the timeframe of the annual
evaluation should be noted.
E. Strategies.
Strategies are the methods by which the practitioner plans to achieve the
stated goal(s). These may include graduate course work, staff development
opportunities through the Teacher Center or BOCES, peer review processes, study
or book groups, on-line learning opportunities, conference attendance, self-directed
learning, or any number of methods by which one might seek new learning
opportunities to enhance professional practice. Strategies should be spelled out
completely so that they may be recognized as accomplished or not accomplished
regardless of the achievement of the goal itself; that is, one might do what one
planned to do in order to accomplish a goal, but find there is still more that needs to
be done. The completion of strategies alone may or may not be sufficient for the
achievement a goal or goals.
F. Assessment/Evidence of Growth.
All Professional Development Plans must include a delineation of how
success will be measured. This may include any number of methods of
demonstrating new learning and improved practice. In the most traditional models
this might involve a classroom observation by a supervising administrator. In more
innovative approaches, this may involve videotaping a lesson or series of
interactions with the target audience, a portfolio
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of teacher and/or student work, peer review and/or observation, student or parent
surveys, graduate or professional development certificates, a research log or paper,
a published article in a professional journal, or any other predetermined method of
demonstrating success in the achievement of a stated goal. The burden of proof
under this method shifts more to the practicing professional to demonstrate
improved practice related to the Competency Rubric, rather than falling solely on
the supervising administrator to observe such improvement.

Conclusion
The paragraphs above describe a proposed plan for the implementation of
the revised Commissioner’s regulation regarding the Annual Professional
Performance Review and Professional Development Plan now required in New York
State schools. The plan was developed by a joint committee of teachers and
administrators as called for in the current agreement with the WCFT. It has been
presented to teachers and administrators in draft form for comment and review and
will be presented to the Board of Education once it is acceptable to all parties. It is
anticipated that the final form of this plan will become part of the 2002 successor
agreement between the WCFT and the District. It is further anticipated that there
will remain a need to continue committee efforts to monitor, adjust, and perfect the
proposed changes in practice in its initial years of implementation.

Committee Members, 2002
Tom Gallagher, ASI/Elementary Principal, Co-Chair
Maura Boise, Teacher, Co-Chair
Stephen Grimm, 7-12 Principal
Chris Manaseri, Superintendent
Cara Montrois, Teacher
Jeff Springsteen, Teacher

